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Free-Space Photonics in Switching

Free-space digital optics is a new technology thatexploits the ability of
optics to handle thousands oflight beams, or information channels, at
once. Thisand otherfeatures ofoptics complement the strengths and
weaknesses ofpurely electronic systems. Especially when combined with
electronics, free-space optics allows the development ofnew architectures
indigital systems. Inparticular, it offers large numbers ofclosely spaced
interconnections inside digital processors thatcan be used to make large
digital switching fabrics. Inthispaper, we outline some ofthe strengths
and weaknesses ofthis emerging technology, and we briefly describe
some ofitsexperimental systems.
Introduction

The use ofoptics in telecommunica
tionsis now routine, with lasersandoptical
fiberscarrying muchofour longdistance
traffic. Optics canalsohelp inside digital
machines, such as telephone exchanges and
computers, although fordifferent reasonsand
with different technology. In this paper, we
examine whyandhowoptics canbe used in
digital machines.

Muchofthe technology neededfor
usingoptics in digital machines is still being
developed, andthe applications are just
emerging. Nevertheless, the underlying rea
sonsare compelling, and its increasing use is
inevitable.

The needforoptics inside digital
switching machines is due,in part, to optical
fibers. It would be technically feasible to
install fiberin every homeor office today. We
could conceivably provide every subscriber
with a 15Q-megabit-per-second (Mb/s) line,
instead ofthe current64-kilobit-per-second
(kb/s) line, which would increase the infor
mation rate to andfrom the customer bya fac
tor greater than 1000. The inherenttechnical
problem liesnot in the transmission, but in
the switching. Bysubstituting fiberfor
copper, wehavemassively increased our abil
ityto send information, but whereis the
matching technological leapthat will enable
us to switch or routethat information?

Large System Umitations. Today, digi
tal electronics performs mostofour switch
ing. Obviously, electronic technology is
improving at an impressive rate.Silicon tech
nology produces moreandsmaller devices on
chips, andbothgallium arsenide and silicon
electronics are operating at ever-increasing
rates.Asa natural consequence, shouldn't we
expectelectronics to advance rapidly enough
to solve this switching problem? It is by no
meansclearthat itwill. Advances in elec
tronic devices do not solve allthe problems
associated with developing largesystems,
suchas switching machines. In many ways,
these advances makesystem design harder,
not easier.

Asthe numberand speedofelec
tronic devices increase, sending information
between electronic chipsbecomes more
difficult. Athigh speeds, wires experience
higher transmission losses. Theyemitmore
"crosstalk" (mixing ofinformation from adja
centwires), and theydistortthe shapeofthe
information pulses. Pulsesofinformation
intended to go in onedirection, sayfrom Ato
B,may, in fact, reflect from B,confusing the
information transfer. Sending electrical infor
mation between chipsrequiressignificant
energy, and the power mustbe dissipated on
the chip. Much ofthe chipareacanbe taken
up bythe circuits that drive information over
the electrical lines. Because the linesfrom
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Panel 1. Abbreviations, Acronyms, and Terms

2-module - a simple switching node
2D-OEIC - two-dimensional optoelectronic integrated

circuit
EGS - extended generalized shuffle
F-SEED - field-effect transistorself-electro-optic effect

device
MCM - multi-ehip module
MQW - multiple quantum well
SEED - self-electro-optic effect device
S-SEED - symmetric-sEED

one set oflogic gates to anothercanvary in lengthand
follow different paths, synchronizing allthe inputs to a
given gatecanbe difficult. This communication problem,
known as "clock-skew," becomes progressively worse at
higher speedsor longerdistances, preventing us from
fully exploiting fastelectronic devices in largesystems.
Typically, communications problems, notdevice switch
ingtime, dictate mostofthe cycle timein large, fast
machines.

To avoid these problems, somecomputing sys
tems put as muchofthe computer as possible on one
chip. If many computations mustbe performed on a
small amount ofinformation, this approach canwork; a
few external "pins" on the chipoperating at moderate bit
rates might be enough. Butswitching is not a problem of
this kind. Switching chipsrequirea largenumberof
inputs and outputs that operate at moderate bit rates,or
faster. Although switching requiresonly a few simple
computations to route information along one path rather
than another, the amount ofinformation that mustbe
processed is massive. Machines designed around the
communication throughput limitations ofelectronics are
not necessarily goodat solving these problems.

It will be difficult to use electronics alone for
high-eapacity switching systems. Because the problems
are fundamental andcannotallbe solved simply by mak
ingmoreandbetter electronic devices, wemust tum to
other technologies fora solution. Fortunately, the capabili
ties ofoptics almost exactly complement those ofelectron
ics, even thoughthe technology is still less mature.

Feature. of Optic.. Sending information onlight
beamsimmediately avoids several ofthe keyproblems of
sending it overwires. Given the distances that informa-

tion has to travel inside a digital machine, lightbeams
experience no appreciable loss. Even at the highdata
rateswemightuse with advanced electronics, optical
pulses are notdistorted andcrosstalk doesnot increase
with speed. Because there are nowires to actas broad
casting or receiving antennas, optics also reduces elec
tromagnetic interference caused byunwanted outside
signals beingpicked upor broadcast bythe systems.
The ability ofoptics to isolate different circuits electri
cally has been exploited formany years. Alightsource
on onecircuit that sendslightto a photodetector on
anothercircuit transmits information regardless ofthe
specific voltages on eithercircuit, which is an important
factor inkeeping voltage supply levels consistent
throughout largesystems.

These arguments strongly suggestthatwe
should substitute optical interconnections forwires in
large, high-speed systems. Even with existing laser, opti
calfiber, andphotodetector technology, this makes good
sense and is beingimplemented now.

Otherfeatures ofoptics are beingexplored for
use in switching systems. Directional couplers,' which
switch lightbeamsfrom one pathto another, are well
suitedfor rerouting information from onefiber to
another. Theycanalso be usedforcomplicated switch
ingfunctions andhigh-speed multiplexing anddemulti
plexing ofoptical signals. Although there are advantages
to rerouting optical signals directly, many switching func
tions requirethat information be read (converted to digi
talformat) and repackaged on itsway through the
switch. Devices suchas directional couplers, which do
not read the information, cannot independently convert
information to digital format and, therefore, cannot form
a complete digital switching system.

Today, wecannot makea general switching sys
temthat doesnotconvert information to electrical form
somewhere; electronic technology is the only means cur
rently available to perform someofthe complex logic
functions required incertain partsofthe machine. The
applications ofoptics described in this paper arecomple
mentary to devices likedirectional couplers and other ana
logswitching approaches, suchas wavelength-division
switching. Optics canbe useful in digital technology,
whetheror not the information starts out in optical form.

Optics has many morefeatures, mostofwhich
requirenewtechnologies, but offer long-term benefits.
Some ofthe attractive features ofoptics are simple and
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Figure 1. Required communication energy as a function of
distance, assuming 1V signals. Beyond a certain break-even

distance, optical interconnections require less energy than
electrical connections.

obvious, suchas its ability to handle entireimages of
information in digital systemsat one time. Forexample,
the lens ina human eyecanmakemany thousands of
"connections" simultaneously, enabling us to see many
points in a picture at the sametime, even thoughthe
waves from these points are emitted in alldirections at
once andcross overand throughoneanother. The same
feature could allow us to connect the points on onechip
to those on anotherchip (perhaps several thousand with
existing lenses), numbers greatly exceeding those possi
blewith wires or fibers. These interconnections would
be two-dimensional (surface-to-surface), rather than the
one-dimensional (edge-to-edge) connections usualin
electronics. Although this seemslikea radical idea, we
will discuss simple digital switching systems- andoptical
proccssors-:" that are entirely connected in thisway.

Animaging, or "free-space," interconnection has
otheradvantages. Because allthe information from one
plane ofdevices flows througha similar optical path, the
clock skewis minimal. Free-space interconnections allow
us to createpatternsthat are difficult to form with wires.
Many useful patterns, especially in switching systems,
require numerous wires, or paths, that cross ina regular
pattern. These patternscanbe produced simply in optics.

Optics canlower the energyneededto communi-
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cate logical signals from onechipto another. Forfunda
mental reasons, allwires require largeenergiesper unit
lengthto chargethem up to the voltage levels usedin
electronic logic. About 20picojoules (PJ) ofenergyare
neededto chargea 30-centimeter-Iong lineto 1volt (V).
Although this may notseemlarge, it is nearly 1000 times
greater than the energyneededto makea good elec
tronic logic-eircuit switch. Optics cansolve this problem
inprinciple because signals are sent as bunchesofpho
tons,not as voltages, therebyeliminating the needto
chargelines. Technically, this feature is called "quantum
impedance conversion." Beyond a certain "break-even"
distance, optics requiresless energythan electrical con
nections (seeFigure 1).The break-even lengthdepends
on the quality ofthe optical technology.

To takefull advantage ofquantum impedance
conversion, wemustbe ableto makelargequantities of
small optoelectronic devices that are efficient at low
power levels. The photodetectors mustbe small (e.g.,
10x 10micrometers [uml) and integrated with elec
tronic circuits. Unless photodetectors are close to the
electronics, theyrequireeither toomuchenergyto run
or toosophisticated an electronic amplifier. Therefore,
weneed to develop an optoelectronic integration technol
ogy. Although this is feasible, the laser, modulator, and
photodetector technology needed to support it is just
beingdeveloped.

Developing lightsourcesthat cantransmit
efficiently at low powers is a challenge that canbe met
with very-low-threshold laserdiodes. This technology is
advancing steadily, although significant work remains to
be doneandintegration with electronics is still difficult.
Another solution involves usingmany modulators, along
with a single external sourcetogeneratethe necessary
set oflightbeams. Quantum-well optical modulators,7

newdevices basedonmultiple quantum wells, work
efficiently at low levels ofpowers. Researchers are now
integrating themwith electronic logic technologies. The
use ofsmall, integrated modulators anddetectors could
reducethe "break-even" lengthto a few hundred
micrometers (seeFigure 1).Atechnology that could
optically connect many electronic "islands," sometimes
called smartpixels," eacha fraction ofa millimeter in
diameter, could be physically andfunctionally attractive.

In the future, optics will makeextremely fast
devices possible. Even optoelectronic quantum-well self
electro-optic effect devices (SEEDs),9 which werenot
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intended to run fast, can operate individually in35pico
seconds (ps) becausetheydo not needhigh-speed
electrical connections. 10 Ultrafast optical logic devices
operating in 1ps or less havebeen successfully demon
stratedusingoptical fiberand short optical pulses. 11
Researchers conducting systemsexperiments are just
beginning to uncover the potential difficulties andbene
fitsofsuchfastdevices. Currently, the highenergylev
els requiredby these devices makelargesystemsdiffi
cultto contemplate. However, wecanexpectadvances in
short pulselasers,nonlinear optical materials, andnew
device concepts to remove the restriction so that large
systems are possible.

Free-Space Switching Device.
Free-space technology takes advantage ofsome

ofthe features ofoptics that wediscussed, especially the
novel onesoftwo-dimensional parallelism andquantum
impedance conversion. Researchers canuse these fea
tures in switching fabrics to makemany "pin-outs," or
connections (spatial bandwidth), rather than being
forced to putmoredataat a higher bit rate (temporal
bandwidth) on a small numberofpins.

To explore such free-space systems, researchers
need two-dimensional arraysofdevices with optical
inputsandoutputs, someofwhich have beenproposed
andeven demonstrated. There havebeen several
attempts to makearraysofall-optical devices without
internal electronics; however, these arrayshaveseldom
been usedin systemsexperiments because ofpower con
sumption andcritical biasing requirements. Although
optoelectronics canbe incorporated in many devices, the

devices neededfor two-dimensional arrays areverydif
ferentfrom those usedfor longdistance communication.
Wecanmakelongdistance systems from a small number
ofexpensive, low-yield, high-power-eonsumption devices
that need notbe integrated with electronics. Onthe
other hand, to develop free-space systems, weneedto
integrate thousands oflow-eost, high-yield, low-power
consumption devices.

Because working arrays foroptoelectronic devices
are difficult to make, they usually startoutas logically sim
pledevices. Some use lightemitters forthe optical output,
such as photo-thyristor devices (double heterostructure
optoelectronic switch [DOES12 j andvertical-to-surface
transmission electrophotonic [V-STEP13]) thatemitlight
afterbeingswitched onbyanotherlightpulse. Research
ers are investigating these andotherapproaches to
incorporate surface-emitting vertical cavity lasers14 into
two-dimensional arrayswith acceptable optical efficiency.

The arraydevice mostoften usedinsystems
experiments is the quantum-well SEED.9 Figure 2 shows
a picture ofthe fourgenerations ofthis device, whose
optical output is basedon quantum-well absorption mod
ulators. Quantum-well structuresconsistofmany thin
layers oftwo different semiconductor materials. Individ
uallayers are typically 10nanometers (nm) (about 40
atoms) thick. Onedevice would contain 100 layers and
measure about1micrometer thick. Whena voltage is
applied acrossthe layers, the optical transmission ofthe
quantum wells changessignificantly, creating an optical
modulator.

SEEDs takeadvantage ofquantum impedance
conversion; canbe madein high-yield, two-dimensional
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arrays; and are logically complete devices, sophisticated
enough to be used to demonstrate simple systems.
Becauseofthe arrayfabrication used, the cost of individ
ualdevices is much lower, for example, than the cost of
lasers for compactdisc players. The so-called symmetric
SEED (S-SEED I5) has been a particularly usefuldevice in
these systemsexperiments. The S-SEED has provided a
platform to investigate the systemsand opticsassociated
withfree-space optical switching. Experience gainedwith
the first-generation S-SEED technology will also improve
future devices. Logically smarter extensionsofthe
S-SEED alreadyexist. In the future,we can expectto have
arrays ofsmart pixels, two-dimensional optoelectronic
integratedcircuits (2D-OEICS) withtransistors that supply
both electronic logic ("smartness") and powergain (to
reduce optical energies). Research on these integrations
is beingconductednow. For example, the field-effect
transistorSEED (F-SEED) 16 has been successfully demon
strated.Modulators couldbe put on silicon to get optical
outputsfromintegratedcircuits. 17 Suchfree-space smart
pixels would use electronics for logic, wheneverappro
priate, and opticsfor interconnection. The opticsthat
interconnect free-space devices couldcontain either
holographic elements18 or bulk optical elements, such
as lenses and mirrors.2

Switching Nodes. Wecan builda large
dimensional digital networkby interconnecting many
smallerswitchesor networks; each ofthese smaller
switches can be referred to as a switching node.Figure3
illustrates severaldigital switching nodes.19 The triplet
notation shownin this figure represents: number of
inputs,number ofoutputs,capacity ofthe node.The first
two parameters of the triplet represent the number of
inputsand outputs, and the third parametershowsthe
number ofchannels that can pass through the node at a
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given time.The (2,2,2) node has two inputsand two out
puts that can be simultaneously active at anytime.This
node is topologically equivalent to a directional coupler,
but because it consistsofdigital gates, it does not have
the optical transparencyofits analog counterpart. The
(2,2,1) node in the center of the figurehas twoinputs
and two outputs, althoughboth outputscontain the same
information; therefore,the nodehas a capacity ofone. In
this node, the inputAND gates select the inputchannel
that will be allowed to pass its contents to the outputs.
These nodes workwell in networks where onlyone input
to a given node can be active at anytime.These include
dilated Benes.P Ofman.e' and extendedgeneralized
shuffle (EGS) 22 networks. The 2-module is a simplerver
sionofa (2,2,1) node.This node also requires the net
workto guarantee that onlyone node inputwill be active
at anytime,but since this node cannotblocksignals
enteringon the inputs,no signalcan be present on the
unused inputline.

S-SEED Based Switching Nodes. An S-SEED based
device, whichhas twoinputsand two outputs, can be
used to implement the switching nodes describedear
lier, as shownin Figure 4a.This device contains two
multiple-quantum-well (MQW) pindiodesthat become
complementary whenelectrically interconnected in
series.When one diodeis "on,"the other will be "off;"
thus, one diodewill be in the absorbingstate,while the
other is in the transmissive state. Figure 4 showsthese
characteristic curves.

The device is bistable. For certain inputpowers,
there are twopossible outputpowers. Increasing voltage
on a givendiodedecreases absorption and photocurrent
(the same diodeworkssimultaneously as a modulator
and a photodetector) ,whichcauses bistability. Such
"negative resistance" is known to create bistability in
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simple electrical circuits. Perhapsthe greatest strength
ofthe S-SEEDs is that changing states is a function ofthe
ratio ofthe two input powers andnot ofthe absolute
intensity ofthe inputbeams.

The optically bistable loop is centeredaround
the pointat which the two inputs, P inO andPin I, are
equal. These figures showthat the device will remain in
its current state until that ratio eitherexceeds1.3 or is
less than0.7. Ratio switching enables the allowable noise
on the signal inputs to be muchgreater than that ofcom
monmode"single-beam" devices (theS-SEED doesnot
haveto be biased close to a switching pointto obtain
signal gain).

AnS-SEED canbe used as a 2-module because it
stores information from the previous stage in the net
workduringthe readcycle and then passesthat informa
tionto the nextstagewhenthe clock signal is applied to
it.To block a signal from passing throughthe S-SEED 2
module, the clock signal is withheld from the previous
device, effectively preventing the storedinformation
from beingtransferred to the next stagein the network.

Aspatial lightmodulator controls which devices receive
clock signals, and, therefore, could block or inhibit
selected S-SEEDs.

To operate the S-SEED as a 2-module, the differ
ential inputs, I, and1;, are also separated in time from
the enable input, as shown in Figure 4b. The I, andIi
inputs, which representthe incoming dataand its com
plement, set the stateofthe device. When I, >1;, the S
SEED will enter a state inwhich the upperMQWpindiode
will be transmissive, forcing the lower diode to be absorp
tive. When t, > Ii, the opposite condition will occur. Low
switching intensities canchangethe device's statewhen
the clock signals are notpresent.

After the device has reached its proper state,
"enable" beams, which enable the inputs to be passed to
the outputs, turn on the device. Since the two enable
beamsshould be equal in intensity, the ratio between the
power ofthe two incident beamsshould be nearly one,
which will prevent the device from changing states.
These higher-energy enable pulses will transmit the state
ofthe device to the nextstageofthe system. Because the
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Figure 5. Schematic
diagram and photo
graph of an S-SEED
based, Integrated

(2,2,1) node.

inputsI, andIi are low-intensity pulsesand the enable
beamsare high-intensity pulses, a large differential gain,
known as time-sequential gain, may be achieved.

Although S-SEED devices canproduce large
arraysofsmall devices with uniform characteristics
(128x256 [32K) arrays), 23 they need a large amountof
optical energyto operate. Currently, each S-SEED ele
ment requiresabout1pJ ofoptical energyto change
states.Although this energyis muchlower than com
munication energiesneeded in electronics, it must
emanate from an external lightsource that distributes
the optical energyequally amongthe S-SEEDs used.The
limited power available from current practical laser
sourcesalsolimits systemspeed. In futureworkon
S-SEEDs and other devices, such as F-SEEDS, developers
will attemptto reducethe energyneeded.

Adding morefunctionality or intelligence to
each switching nodein a two-dimensional arraycan
both reducethe control complexity and the numberof
stages required inmultistage interconnection networks,
which in tum reduces the cost.These smarter nodes,
fabricated intotwo-dimensional arrays, are referredto
as smartpixels. Figure5 shows a schematic diagram
and photograph ofanssssobased, (2,2,1) nodesmart
pixel.24 Optoelectronic transmission gates,E1 andE2,
consisting ofpairsofback-to-back quantum-well photo
diodes, connectneighboring S-SEEDs (S1, S2, and S3).
These photodiodes transferthe voltage from one
S-SEED to another. Inputsignals, I, andh set the states
ofS-SEEDs S1 and S3. The information is transferred
from these S-SEEDs to the outputS-SEED S2 by applying
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an enable signal to the appropriate transmission gate.
For example, to transferthe information from S-SEED S1
to S2, E1 mustbe enabled. A10x 16arrayofthese
integrated switching nodeshas been fabricated and
demonstrated.

To use the spatial bandwidth available in the opti
caldomain, integrated electronic circuits could then be
integrated with optical detectors (inputs) andmodulators
or microlasers (outputs). This mixture ofthe processing
capabilities ofelectronics and the communications capabil
itiesofoptics would encourage connection-intensive archi
tectureswith morecomplex nodes to be implemented. In
addition, the gainprovided bythe electronic devices
should allow the nodesto operate at high speeds. In the
simplest case,2D-OEICs could be arranged intoa large2-D
arrayofsmart pixels such as (2,2,1), (2,2,2), or even
(4,4,4) nodes. Eachnode in the 2-D arrayis electrically
independent, exceptfora common groundandpower
supply. These smartpixels alsocould include the more
complex circuitry necessary for self-routing nodes.

Fre.space Interconnection Networks
Wecanbuild large-dimensional interconnection

networks by interconnecting the 2-D arraysofswitching
nodesusingfree-space interconnections. Figure6
shows the optics that demonstrated the firstsixstages
ofa 16x 32network.2 In this system, eachofthe chan
nelswas32bits wide. Someday, each ofthese fine
grainedswitching fabrics couldproduce largedimen
sional fabrics. For example, wecould showa 1024 x
1024 nonblocking EGS fabric using19S-SEED (64 x 128)
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Figure 6. A 32 x 32
free-space switching

fabric, each of whose
channels is 32 bits
wide.

arraysand their associated optical hardware, as well as
two stages ofa 64x 64 EGS network based on the S-SEED
smart pixelsdescribedearlier. A 1024 x 1024 strictly non
blocking EGS network using (2,2,1) smart pixels could be
implemented using 18 (32 x 64) smart pixelarraysand
their associated optical hardware. This optical hardware
represents the firstgenerationoffree-space digital optics
and shouldbe likenedto the discretecomponents and
wiresused in earlyelectronic systems. Asthis hardware
evolves, itwill becomemore complex, compact, and
manufacturable, just as printedcircuitboardsand very
large-scale integration (VLSI) haveled to mass-produced
electronic systems.

Network. Using Electronic Nod... Ingeneral,2D
OEICs are not restrictedto systemsbased on chip-to-chip
interconnection. These structures could alsobe used to
provide optical interconnection betweenmulti-chip
modules (MCMs) or printedcircuitboards.For example,
2D-OEIC chips (arrays that contain modulators, micro
lasers, and detectors) could be flip-chip mounted (thatis,
mounted face to face) on MCMs to provide the required
MCM-to-MCM interconnections, or connectivity. These
optical interconnections are small, and havea high
performance input/output footprint and a loweron-chip
powerdissipation than their electrical counterparts when
the distance betweenMCMs is greater than 1millimeter
and the bit rates exceed 100 Mb/S.25 Reducing the on
chippowerdissipation should increasethe range ofgate
density on the MCMs beforethe thermal limit is reached.

The Future
Free-space technology is stillyoung, but it does

offer the hope ofa larger scaleofconnectivity than the
morematureelectronics technology can achieve. Its
potential strengths include:

- Lower signalenergyper connection
- Lower on-chip powerdissipation per connection
- Lower crosstalkbetweenconnections
- Low clockskewin the interconnection
- Highconnection density
- Large connectivity for newand advanced systems

applications.
This technology offers not onlya solution forhigh
performance digital systemsthat are connection inten
sive, but it alsoremains a promising way in which optics
could radically alter systemarchitecture and perfor
mance. However, we mustunderstand that this intercon
nection technology is designed to enhanceand extend
the current electronic technology, not replace it.
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